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Introduction
We have previously discussed how states and communities
around the country are implementing demand-driven workforce
initiatives that focus on high-demand job opportunities. These
initiatives start by identifying a targeted list of high-demand jobs.
The most common approach for arriving at this list is engaging
employers and other partners in a planning process that relies
heavily on existing government projections of job openings within a
state or region.
More recently these projections have been enhanced by including
information captured from job board postings and company
websites, otherwise known as real-time labor market information
(LMI). In this planning process, employers and business and
industry associations are routinely asked to assist in identifying
targeted jobs by providing feedback on this information.
As described in Strategy 1 under “Determining the Focus of a
Collaborative,” employer collaboratives also use government
projections and real-time LMI as sources of information in
determining an initial focus area and list of critical jobs. However,
Talent Pipeline Management (TPM) leaves the final decision to
employers and goes further by engaging employers in developing
their own projections of future openings for the critical jobs they
have targeted.
In TPM, the first task of an employer collaborative is demand
planning—a process to project future openings for its most critical
jobs. This is a necessary first step—achieving consensus on the
level of demand—to ensure a collaborative has actionable data
that will allow it to create value for employer members through
talent supply chain solutions.
This process has the added benefit of generating projections that
might be useful to other community stakeholders interested in
improving labor market projections by comparing demand planning
results with data from government occupational projections and
real-time LMI.
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Strategy 2
Learning Objectives
1. Define the role of
demand planning in
managing the talent
pipeline.
2. Compare the
strengths and
weaknesses of
different approaches
for projecting
demand.
3. Conduct a demand
planning process for
new and
replacement
positions.
4. Report demand
planning projections.

Key TPM Terms and Definitions
Projections: Quantitative estimates of future employment by industry and occupation.
Projections can be short- or long-term, which is defined differently depending on the originating
source making the projections.
Labor Market Information (LMI): Quantitative or qualitative data related to employment and
workforce trends in national, state, and regional/local labor markets.
Real-Time Labor Market Information (Real-Time LMI): Aggregated job openings and skills
data generated by using web technologies to capture and analyze job postings from job boards
and websites. Real-time LMI also includes “supply side” analysis using job applicant resumes
and profiles.
Demand Planning: The process of developing annual or short-term projections of job openings
based on a set of assumptions and time period chosen by an employer collaborative.
Value Stream: The process that a product or service goes through from beginning to end, with
each step adding incremental value until it reaches the end-customer.
State Occupational Projections: State government projections of short-term (two-year) and
long-term (10-year) job openings resulting from new jobs and replacement of existing jobs.
State occupational projections are based on government-defined occupational classifications
and are produced at the state and sub-state levels.
Survey: Employer collaboratives conduct two types of surveys:
1. Needs Assessment Surveys address employer projections of job openings through
demand planning (as presented here in Strategy 2) and competency, credentialing, and
other hiring requirements (Strategy 3).
2. Talent Flow Analysis Surveys back-map the sources of talent from providers and
provide the basis for linkages with other data for more comprehensive talent flow
analysis (Strategy 4).
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Unit 2.1 Demand Planning in Talent Pipeline Management
As described in Strategy 1, one of the most important functions of employer collaboratives as
end-customers is to clearly communicate the projected number of job openings in critical jobs.
The TPM approach to demand planning builds on the lessons learned from supply chain
management.
In supply chain management, end-customers play an important role in managing their value
stream by constantly communicating four key pieces of information:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Quantity: How much of a product or service do I need?
Location: Where do I need it?
Time: When do I need it?
Quality: What requirements make these products or services fit for their intended use?

Suppliers always want to know this information as far in advance as possible so they can have
time to plan and allocate resources to meet their customers’ demands. However, in a constantly
changing business environment, this is not always possible. One major lesson from supply
chain management is that long-term projections are usually not feasible and might even be
misleading. Instead, end-customers should focus on dynamic short-term projections that are
updated constantly, while working closely with suppliers to shorten their lead times—the time it
takes to make and deliver a product or service.
Another major lesson is that end-customers must make some assumptions about the future
business environment, even in producing short-term projections. It is important for the endcustomer to be clear on these assumptions and to specify which projections fit which scenario
based on which assumptions. These scenarios can produce dramatic shifts in demand brought
on by both internal factors, such as a business merger, or by external factors, such as a new
regulatory environment.
This same process can be applied to managing demand for talent.
Employer collaboratives play a critical end-customer role in constantly communicating to their
key partners their projected demand—and the assumptions underlying that demand—for talent
for their most critical positions.
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Similar to supply chain management, employer collaboratives must communicate the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Quantity: How many job openings must I fill?
Location: Where will these job openings be available?
Time: When do I need these job openings to be filled?
Quality: What are the hiring requirements for filling these jobs?

Employers need to be fully engaged so they take ownership in developing projections that can
be used for working with suppliers. Building this ownership and trust is critical. In supply chain
management, end-customer projections are considered proprietary and are communicated only
with partners under strict guidelines to make sure they are not shared with competitors.
Employers similarly treat their projected hiring needs as proprietary information.
The demand planning process can address these concerns. Employer collaboratives
themselves gather information from their members through their own demand planning process.
In so doing they provide all the proper assurances that individual employer responses will not be
shared with other employers and that any information shared with outside partners or
stakeholders will be in the aggregate in order to protect any information deemed to be
proprietary.
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Unit 2.2 State Occupational Projections and Real-Time Labor Market Information
The TPM approach to demand planning is an alternative and complementary source of
projected job openings data that is best developed and used in the context of other data
sources, especially state occupational projections and real-time labor market information.
State Occupational Projections
The Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, in collaboration with
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), provides grants to states to produce short-term (two-year)
and long-term (10-year) industry and occupational projections.
Occupational projections address major occupations based on the Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC) system. Employers use a variety of job titles that can be crosswalked to
one or more of these occupations. These projections are based on guidelines and assumptions
established through BLS and its state partners. Occupational projections are usually presented
to the public in standard reports that convey current employment levels for each occupation and
projected job openings related to growth—new jobs added—and replacement openings related
to refilling existing jobs (see Table 2.1: State Occupational Projections Example).1
State occupational projections are free to the public and normally made available on the
websites of state workforce agencies. They also are widely referenced in state and regional
plans, studies, and reports, including those used in Strategy 1 to explore potential focus areas.
Table 2.1: State Occupational Projections Example

Source: Illinois Pathways SOC projections for IT occupations.

For more information, see “State Employment Projections Program” by the LMI Institute through the
Center for Regional Economic Competitiveness.
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Real-Time Labor Market Information
Real-time LMI emerged in recent years thanks to the growing availability of online job postings
and the growing sophistication of web protocols and search algorithms to capture and compile
these data. Real-time LMI data providers scan thousands of job boards and websites daily to
gather the most recent job posting data available. However, these data are limited to those job
openings that are posted on job boards and websites.
Real-time LMI data providers usually produce reports that combine similar jobs and provide
number counts of job openings by occupation in ways that can be crosswalked to government
occupational classification systems (see Table 2.2: Real-Time LMI Report Example on page 9).
These reports are not free and are usually purchased from the provider and made available by
government agencies, universities and colleges, and state and regional planning initiatives.
Real-time LMI providers include Burning Glass, Economic Modeling Specialists International
(EMSI)/Career Builder, Geographic Solutions, Monster, and WANTED Analytics. Many of these
providers, such as EMSI, combine government, real-time LMI, and other data sources to
produce their own projections for public and private customers.2

For more information, see “Real-Time Labor Market Information” by the LMI Institute through the Center
for Regional Economic Competitiveness.
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Table 2.2: Real-Time LMI Report Example (Mean Postings in No. of
Days)

Source: Adapted from Elevate Virginia Burning Glass Presentation for IT employer collaborative
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Unit 2.3: Using State and Real-Time LMI Data in Selecting Critical Positions for Demand
Planning
State and real-time LMI data play important roles in the TPM process. They are best used to
help determine the focus area of a collaborative in Strategy 1 and finalize the critical jobs that
will be included in the demand planning process, and they can be compared with the demand
planning results.
State occupational projections provide a useful government perspective on occupational trends
and call attention to occupations likely to have significant numbers of job openings. Real-time
LMI is useful in validating these projections and providing more recent information on job
postings. However, employers participating in the collaborative should make final decisions on
the critical jobs that will be included in the demand planning process. And employers should use
the job or occupational titles that are widely used in their own job descriptions and postings.
Employer collaboratives engaging in demand planning will be confronted with two major
questions:
1. Why do employer collaboratives need to complete demand planning when there are
already data readily available on projected job openings?
2. Why will there be differences between demand planning projections and data from other
sources?
Why Is Demand Planning Needed?
To answer the first question, it is important to recognize that state occupational projections and
real-time LMI provide useful information for finalizing the selection of critical jobs for demand
planning. However, employers in the collaborative must decide which are the most critical jobs
based on their importance to their economic competitiveness and growth and their difficulties in
filling these jobs. The jobs with the largest numbers of openings might not be the most important
jobs for employers to address.
Also, state occupational projections and real-time LMI do not provide the customized and
granular information needed for specific groups of employers to develop and manage their
talent pipelines. To get this type of information requires an employer-led demand planning
process. However, employer collaboratives can and should share their projections and engage
stakeholders in conversations about their implications, including implications for refining state
occupational projections.
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Finally, demand planning allows employers to gather additional information such as the
projected number of work-based learning opportunities to help them manage their talent
pipelines.
Why Will Job Opening Information Be Different?
To answer the second question, we must unpack key characteristics of state occupational
projections and real-time LMI (see Table 2.3: Comparing Labor Market Information with
Demand Planning on page 13 for summary).
State Occupational Projections












Job Definitions: Employer collaboratives may be addressing critical jobs that do not
match closely with government-defined occupations. Sometimes employer-defined jobs
involve one or more government occupations that have to be combined to make
comparisons.
Employer Staffing Patterns: Government occupational projections are based on
assumptions about the average job mix (called staffing patterns) within a business
establishment sharing the same NAICS industry classification. For example, government
surveys might estimate that on average 50% of all jobs within a hospital are registered
nurses, but a specific hospital in the collaborative might use a coordinated care model
that involves a higher percentage of nurses.
Replacement Needs and Turnover Rates: Government projections define replacement
needs only when a worker leaves the labor market altogether, whether because of
retirement or other factors. Employers define replacement needs based on their
estimated turnover rates, which could vary by employer and might result in higher
estimates of job openings related to replacement needs.
Employer Market Positions and Growth Rates: Government projections assume an
average growth rate for employers within a specific industry. However, employers may
serve different markets and be more competitive when compared with other employers
and have growth rates significantly lower or higher than average.
Economic Assumptions: Government projections make basic assumptions about
overall economic growth and the growth of different industries that might not reflect the
changing economic environment of a state or region or members of an employer
collaborative.
Time Periods: Employer collaboratives focus on annual short-term projections for
periods of less than two years, which may be different from time periods addressed in
government projections.
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Real-Time Labor Market Information










3

Employer Projections versus Employer Job Ads and Hiring: Employer projections of
job openings are different from actual job openings, including the possibility that a job
posting has been filled and is not yet removed from a job board.
Industry Limitations: While real-time LMI can reflect major trends in employer hiring on
any given day, it does not accurately represent some industries and types of jobs,
particularly those at the sub-baccalaureate level.3
Employer Sourcing Strategies: Employers vary in their talent sourcing strategies and
how much they rely on job ads for recruiting. For example, many employers first seek
internal candidates, leverage referral networks, recruit at job fairs, and contact training
providers before posting job ads. Still others are required to post job ads to job boards
as a condition of doing business with the government.
Use of Online Job Ads: Employers also vary in how and when they use job ads. For
example, some employers use one job ad to fill multiple openings. Still others post job
ads with the anticipation of future openings contingent upon a certain scenario playing
out, such as securing a new contract.
Job Aggregation: Employers may use different job titles and job groupings than those
reported by real-time LMI providers. This is because real-time LMI reports scrape a large
number of job boards and use data analytics to aggregate similar occupation titles and
requirements in order to create summary reports.

Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce, Understanding Online Job Ads Data: A
Technical Report, Washington, D.C.: Georgetown CEW, April 2014.
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Table 2.3: Comparing Labor Market Information with Demand Planning
Feature
Objective

Real-Time LMI
To assist workforce
planning by providing
information on current
projected demand
based on actual job
postings by companies
Job postings scraped
from job boards or
company websites

Demand Planning
To determine a more
precise level of demand
across employer
collaborative members to
assist in building a talent
supply chain
Direct from employer
collaborative members
based on agreed-upon
key assumptions

Time Period
Covered

State Occupational Projections
To determine which occupations are
growing—or declining—in the short
term and long term and whether
growth or decline is a result of
employment demand, technological
changes, or occupational separation
Federally administered state
employer surveys for current
occupation employment; U.S. BLS
for technological change and
occupation separations; state
industry employment projections (2year and 10-year) based on historic
industry trend data
2- or 10-year projections based on
recent trends

Current, based on
active online job
postings

Targeted
Positions

More than 800 detailed occupations
defined by SOC

Like jobs aggregated
from open job board
websites and online job
ads posted by
companies; coverage
uneven across
occupations and
industries
Online job postings
represent employer
demand based on
current worker
recruiting strategies

Short term, determined by
the business collaborative
members based on
business cycles and
talent development lead
times
Positions selected by
employer collaborative
members; coverage
uneven across
occupations and
industries

Data Source

Key
Average projected growth of
Assumptions occupations is a result of occupation
separations, technological change,
and historic industry trends
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Employers are capable of
accurately producing,
sharing, and making
adjustments to their
projections for new and
replacement positions

Exercise 1: Labor Market Information Case Study
An employer collaborative in the information technology sector has decided to focus on the
business function of software development as its most critical pain point. As the collaborative
gets ready to undertake demand planning as its first major task, it wants to understand what the
current labor market information says about its focus area. Primarily, it wants to verify that it
chose correctly and that it is choosing the job titles that are the most relevant to this business
function.
The host organization pulls together publicly available state occupational projections and runs a
report using an existing contract with a real-time LMI vendor. The results are shown in the two
tables on pages 15 and 16.
After reviewing the case study, discuss the following:
1. In reviewing the state occupational projections, identify the occupations with the highest
and lowest growth rates.

2. After reviewing the real-time LMI report, what new information do you have about
demand for positions related to software development? How is this information similar or
different from state occupational data?

3. Using what you learned from Unit 2.3, what conclusions can you—as the host
organization managing the information technology collaborative—draw about the focus
of the collaborative, what are the limitations of both approaches, and what questions
remain?

4. Identify two or more ways that the demand planning process may answer some of your
questions and provide different or complementary data.

SEE NEXT PAGES FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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State Occupational Projections for Software Development
Employment Change
Standard
Occupation
Code (SOC)
15-1132
Software
Developers,
Applications
15-1133
Software
Developers,
Systems
Software
15-1199.01
Software
Quality
Assurance
Engineers
and Testers
15-1131
Computer
Programmers

Employment
2016

15-1134 Web
Developers

Average Annual Job Openings
Employment
Change %

55,000

Employment
Change
2016–2026
7,500

Replacement
Positions

Total
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Growth
(New
Positions)
750

200

950

32,000

550

1

6

340

346

3,900

1,000

25

100

110

210

14,000

-975

-6

0

230

230

17,000

1,200

7

120

150

270
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Real-Time Labor Market Information Report for Software Development
Occupation

Software
Developer/Engineer
Software QA
Engineer/Tester
IT Project Manager
Systems Analyst
Computer Systems
Engineer/Architect
Network/Systems
Administrator
Computer Support
Analyst

Job Postings
by Target
Employers

Overall
Postings

13,500

Mean Posting
Duration for Target
Employers (in
number of days)
55

Mean Posting
Duration Overall
(in number of
days)
35

2,476
1,200

1,900

60

50

750
687
550

8,500
6,900
7,680

33
40
30

30
32
33

250

11,000

25

25

875

13,000

45

30
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Unit 2.4 The Demand Planning Process
Employer collaboratives have the opportunity to improve the information available to their
members by generating more customized and granular projections of demand for the jobs they
are focused on. Government projections and real-time LMI provide a baseline of information to
help employers get started—namely by helping employers determine their focus.
Employer collaboratives developing these more specified projections for talent require at least
four major decisions:
1. Positions: Which positions identified by the employer collaborative should be included?
2. Time Period: What time period should be used?
3. Assumptions: What should the employer collaborative assume about the business
environment during this time period, including internal and external factors? How should
the collaborative address full-time versus part-time openings; seasonal versus full-year
employment; and contract work?
4. Template and Schedule: What template should be used to gather information across
employers, and what should be the schedule for issuing and completing the demand
planning survey?
Selecting Critical Positions
As reviewed under Strategy 1, employer collaboratives are organized to address workforce
needs for their most critical positions. The first decision is whether to include all or some of the
critical positions the collaborative is focused on for the purposes of the demand planning
process. Considerations include:






The need to get to a more focused and practical list to work from;
The relative importance of positions compared to each other;
Lead times and which positions take more time to prepare qualified workers;
Current problems in filling critical jobs and lack of supply; and
Rapid changes in competency and credentialing requirements.

The second decision is whether to combine some of these positions into larger occupations that
share many of the same work responsibilities and hiring requirements. This should be done
based on the job description, profiles, and job postings submitted for review in Strategy 1. This
will greatly simplify the survey process and promote a more common language in
communicating demand and competency and credentialing requirements.
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It is also important to remind employers that the TPM survey process should not be used to
collect salary information. This protects employers from any legal risks in working together to
address common talent needs.
The third decision is whether to combine Strategies 2 and 3 or to conduct separate surveys. In
general, employer collaboratives should conduct separate surveys in the following
circumstances:




Multiple Focus Areas and Targeted Jobs—The employer collaborative has more than
one focus area and/or business function with many different positions and levels and
wants to use demand planning to help narrow its focus.
Employer Commitment and Experience—The collaborative does not have sufficient
commitment from some employers to complete a longer and more complex survey and
needs the collaborative to first do something quick and simple to build experience and
trust among employers.

In contrast, employer collaboratives should conduct combined surveys when they are focused
on one or two clearly defined business functions and have sufficient employer commitment to
conduct a longer and more complex needs assessment survey. They also should conduct
combined surveys when updating their job projections and hiring requirements.
Determining the Time Period for the Projections
The next decision is the time period for the projections. Government projections are usually for a
period of 10 years or more, but employer collaborative demand planning surveys should be
done at least annually and with projections for much shorter periods of time (e.g., a two-year
period). Employer collaboratives could choose time periods between one and five years for a
variety of reasons:




Projections within this range can be tied to a business planning cycle.
Business assumptions and strategic drivers can be identified for these periods.
These fit within talent development lead times.
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Determine the Assumptions
Next, collaboratives must decide on the assumptions that are agreed upon by all employers
providing their projections of job openings. Example assumptions an employer collaborative
might consider include:





Changes in national, state, or regional economic growth;
Whether customer demands will remain at projected levels;
Changes in policy and the regulatory environment; and
Changes in technology.

The next decision is assumptions for the types of job openings. Employer collaboratives should
decide whether job openings should be only full-time jobs or full-time job equivalents. They also
should decide whether job openings represent only full-year jobs, seasonal jobs, or both.
Finally, they should decide whether to include temporary or contract work in the numbers.
Selecting the Survey Template and Schedule
The next major decision is the template to be used to administer the employer member demand
planning survey. This choice involves decisions on whether to ask for job-opening projections
for only new positions or also openings caused by replacements because of expected turnover
from people finding new jobs or leaving the labor force because of retirement. In most cases,
employers will want to include both because they are both important and might require different
strategies to address.
This choice also involves decisions about whether to project openings for a critical position by
different levels. If level is important to your collaborative, you can ask for projected job openings
for each position by (1) entry-level or (2) mid-level and senior level. This decision is very
important because entry-level and mid- to senior-level positions involve different work
responsibilities and different competency requirements. They also usually have different hiring
requirements, such as the number of years of work experience. Failure to specify different levels
could result in the undersupply or oversupply of entry-level versus senior-level applicants.
In addition, employer collaboratives can decide to ask additional questions that can help them
manage talent pipelines. For example, they can ask employer members to project work-based
learning opportunities such as internship openings. They can also ask for baseline data by
requesting actual job openings over a baseline period that matches your projection period (e.g.,
two years). This will help a collaborative later determine whether its forecasting is accurate or in
need of adjustments.
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Employer collaboratives will also need to determine the schedule that will be followed every
year, including when the demand planning survey will be sent out and when it will be completed.
Preparing Your Employer Collaborative Members
Finally, the employer collaborative members will need to be ready to receive the demand
planning survey and report back to you with the best possible results. However, in order to do
this well they might need a primer on how to best organize this information in their companies.
One important lesson learned from supply chain management is that it is a team sport.
This applies within the company as much as across suppliers. For a company to organize this
information, it may take several internal conversations and consensus building.
While it might be logical to think that demand planning information should be supplied through
each company’s human resources department, the best results will come from a conversation
between human resources, line managers, and other critical divisions in the company (e.g.,
accounting). This has the added benefit of educating more stakeholders within the company on
the mission of the employer collaborative and helps ensure their buy-in and support.
In most cases, the final decision should rest with the hiring manager—the person who has been
authorized to fill positions and has the final say on hiring requirements.
Building the Agenda for Your Demand Planning Meeting
As described in Strategy 1, your first collaborative meeting should determine the focus of the
collaborative, including the most critical positions that require a talent pipeline solution. You will
also have introduced the needs assessment survey process as a first critical step in organizing
your supply chain approach. The needs assessment survey encompasses both Strategies 2
and 3, which can be pursued separately or together (the pros and cons of both approaches are
addressed in Strategy 3). In conducting your second meeting on the Strategy 2 component of
the survey process, the collaborative should follow an agenda that addresses the following:
Selecting Critical Positions


Review the critical business function(s) and occupations that are the focus of your
collaborative and determine which will be addressed in the first survey. Use this as an
opportunity to further consolidate and simplify the number of business functions and
occupations to be addressed, finding opportunities to combine and merge positions that
share a common set of work activities, such as different types of software developers.
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Ask employers whether they want to establish levels for the selected business functions
and critical positions. Employer members should be encouraged to do this if there are
large numbers of job openings at different levels and these levels have different
competency, credentialing, and other hiring requirements, including work experience.

Determining the Time Period for the Projections


Encourage the employer collaborative to select a time period that gives partners as
much lead time as necessary in developing qualified workers without having to project
too far into the future, which is difficult to do with accuracy. We recommend proposing
two years as a starting point.

Determine the Assumptions




Emphasize the need for all members to use the same assumptions in developing their
projections, such as anticipated growth. Start with a discussion of what factors matter
most in developing their projections, and for each factor encourage employers to agree
on the assumptions. If there is no clear agreement on changes in these factors,
encourage employers to assume no major changes from current conditions.
Emphasize the need to clarify the types of jobs addressed and whether they are all fulltime or part-time; full-year and/or seasonal; and whether they include temporary or
contract work.

Selecting the Survey Template and Schedule



Review examples of the template that will be used in the survey based on decisions
made about the number of business functions, positions, and levels to be addressed.
Propose a schedule for the survey to be completed and set a date to review the
aggregate results.

Preparing Your Employer Collaborative Members




Review the need for employers to engage their internal hiring managers and other key
decision-makers in developing and validating projections for each selected business
function and related jobs.
Review the TPM web-based tool (or whichever medium your host organization will use)
and show examples of how the survey can be completed and submitted.
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Show examples of how the TPM web-based tool will aggregate and report results to
protect the confidentiality of employers. Also, emphasize why the TPM process should
not be used to collect salary information to protect members from any legal risks of
working together to address their common talent needs.
Show examples of what could be shared with outside stakeholders, including education
and training partners, and emphasize that it is the collaborative’s choice whether the
results will be shared or otherwise made available at this point in the TPM process, and
in what format. Collaboratives can retain this information until they have completed
subsequent strategies or make this information immediately available to outside
stakeholders as it becomes available.
Summarize the decisions that have been made about the design of the demand planning
survey and confirm the date of the next meeting to review the results.
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Unit 2.5 Reporting Demand Planning Results
After your collaborative has successfully designed and disseminated an employer demand
planning survey to project the level of need for new and replacement positions, the next step is
organizing reports and sharing the findings.
Organizing Demand Planning Reports
Organizing reports is an important responsibility of the host organization. Given the private
nature of the data employers are sharing, this information is best revealed only in its aggregate
form, in which no specific employer data is shared with any partner that is not approved by
collaborative members.
The simplest way to organize this information is by business function and/or occupation, with
total numbers for new and replacement positions. If you have designed your demand planning
survey to capture projections by level (e.g., entry level), you can provide more detailed
information that can help in building your talent supply chain. Examples of the two approaches
are below.
Example by Total New and Replacement
Positions
Position
New
CNC
65
Machinists
Welders
70

Replacement
100
90

Total
165
160

Example of New and Replacement
Positions by Level
Position
CNC
Machinists
Entry Level
Mid-Level
Senior Level
Welders
Entry Level
Mid-Level
Senior Level

CNC Machinists

New Replacement Total
65
100
165
30
25
10
70
50
20
0

87
10
3
90
65
25
0

Senior Level

117
35
13
160
115
45
0

New
Mid-Level
Replacement
Entry Level

0
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50

100

150

Sharing Aggregate Findings
After organizing demand planning reports with the results of the survey, employer collaboratives
need to decide how they will use the data and with whom they will share them. When sharing
with employer collaborative member companies, the data should be used to (1) verify that the
focus of the collaborative is the right one; (2) if possible, further narrow the collaborative’s using
new and better data; and (3) inform providers and other stakeholders in the community or select
key education and workforce partners. In Strategy 3, we will expand on the topic of sharing
report findings with different stakeholders.
As noted earlier, sharing aggregate findings should build on the plan that was shared with
employers and education and training stakeholders when developing the employer collaborative
in Strategy 1. And it should be based on the decisions reached in the first demand planning
meeting with employer members.
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Exercise 2: Demand Planning Report Case Study
We return to the information technology employer collaborative that is focusing on software
development as a shared pain point. After kicking off the collaborative, the host organization
reviewed existing state occupational projections and real-time LMI. Satisfied with what it saw,
the collaborative decided to focus on the following positions: (1) software application
developers, (2) software quality assurance testers, and (3) network administrators.
Next, the collaborative decided to forecast the level of demand for these positions across its
companies within a two-year period. It also decided on the following assumptions: aboveaverage business growth based on steady growth to date, new contracts secured, and limited
changes in the regulatory environment. The collaborative decided to start by reporting total new
and replacement full-time equivalent jobs including temporary and contract hires, and to revisit
its approach in a year to see if it should make changes.
The collaborative plans to use the initial demand planning results to help it clarify its focus and
to share findings with a local college and workforce board that have been actively seeking better
employer data. After the host organization administered the survey, it reported back the
following results:
Position
Software Application
Developer
Software Quality
Assurance Tester
Network
Administrator

New
125

Replacement Total
95
220

45

25

70

85

30

115

After reviewing the case study, discuss
the following:

Software
Application
Developer
Software
Quality
Assurance
Tester
Network
Administrator

1. Based on the results, would you
make any changes to the collaborative’s focus?

2. Identify two or more ways in which the results could change based on the assumptions
that go into the demand planning survey design process.

3. Over time, what are some ways that the employer collaborative can expand on or
improve the data it collects?
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Ready for Next Steps?
Before you move to the next strategy, make sure you have achieved the learning objectives
necessary to move forward. When you go back to your community, ensure you will be able to
execute the following activities:
 Explain the role of demand planning in talent pipeline management;
 Understand the key differences between state occupational projections, real-time LMI,
and demand planning;
 Identify which positions—and at what level—to start with in your collaborative;
 Select the schedule and key assumptions that will be factored into your projections.
 Optional: For those using the TPM web-based tool, design and distribute an employer
demand planning survey to determine projected openings for target positions, and use
the tool to report results to your employer collaborative.
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